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REAL IMPACT REAL ESTATE
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SAY HELLO TO
THE WINNING TEAM

Successfully managing the marketing and sales of more than $4 billion worth of luxury condominium and rental 
projects in New York City, our projects sell faster and for a higher average price per square foot than any of 
the competition.
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NEW DEVELOPMENT

MNS is a full-service real estate brokerage and consulting 
firm that specializes in:

Pre-Development Planning
New Development Sales
Profile Marketing, our in-house marketing group

Our services reflect our unique position as Trendsetters, Innovators, and Shapers of the market. 
With detailed consideration going into every square foot of every project, we anticipate the needs of developers 
and the desires of the buyers.

SAY HELLO TO
THE WINNING TEAM
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TEAM LEADERS

Andrew Barrocas CEO currently oversees 
more than a billion dollars in 
real estate. 
He has managed, trained, recruited and worked with 
New York’s top agents and brokers. A graduate of the 
WP Carey School of Business at ASU, he was one of 
the Top 30 Brokers Under 30 featured in the Real Deal. 
Andrew brings a stellar track record to MNS, along 
with a team of over 125 that he has assembled in just 
five years.  He also serves as a licensed teacher of real 
estate brokers and sales.

Highlyann Krasnow Partner is one of the 
original founders of the The Developers 
Group, now MNS.
Drawing on a wealth of experience and expertise, she 
successfully landed, marketed and sold the two largest 
projects in Brooklyn. She also oversaw the design of all 
TDG buildings and sales offices and later opened The 
Design High, the exclusive interior design arm at MNS. 
Born and raised in New York, Highlyann is a graduate 
of Stuyvesant High School & Hunter College.  

Andrew Barrocas CEO
Highlyann Krasnow Partner
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NEW DEVELOPMENT

Ryan McCann CEO Profile Marketing leads 
the MNS in-house marketing group. 
He is responsible for overseeing the marketing and 
advertising efforts of all MNS new developments. He 
has previously managed the online efforts at a number 
of high-end domains, including L’Oreal, CNN, Time 
Warner, Perry Ellis and DKNY. Ryan joined The Real 
Estate Group New York in 2006, increasing site traffic 
by 1,213% and moving tregny.com into the top ten 
residential websites in Manhattan. A marketing expert, 
Ryan serves an integral role as MNS finds innovative 
ways to connect with clients.

David Behin Partner is an attorney by trade, 
David has helped his clients create some of 
the most notable and highest earning new 
developments, achieving over $500MM of 
real estate transactions within the tri-state 
area and Philadelphia. 
A nationally recognized market expert and 
frequent lecturer at the NYU Graduate Real 
Estate Program, he received his JD from Fordham 
University School of Law and his Bachelor’s degree 
from Adelphi University. 

Andrew Barrocas CEO
Highlyann Krasnow Partner

Ryan McCann CEO Profile Marketing
David Behin Partner
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PRE-DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING

MNS has completed and sold out a broad spectrum of 
projects, working not only with the most successful developers, 
but also with those just starting out. 
Our approach to every development starts with comprehensive market research. Armed with this information, we 
prepare a detailed budget and master project timeline, giving you the competitive edge to reach your target market 
and achieve the highest price point possible.
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NEW DEVELOPMENT

Get the MNS advantage through our full range of new 
development planning services

Financial acquisition (pre and post)

Market research

Financial analysis

Architectural and construction planning

Offering plan guidance

Unit mix & pricing strategy

Marketing & sales strategy

In-house interior design

Public relations

FHA & PERS consulting

Sell vs rent analysis

Target market identification 

Amenities package planning

Introductions to lenders with zero 
pre-sale requirements

Feasibility study

Master project timeline
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NEW DEVELOPMENT 
SALES

We look at every project with a fresh perspective. 
Every development is different, and we know that our proven methods of success are at their most effective when they 
are newly adapted to the unique qualities of each project.
Our new development team specializes in sales strategies for each development. We have valuable knowledge of 
inventory control, releasing units during prime selling points with timed marketing pushes, which helps maximize 
your price per square foot and increase sales. Our team manages the project from beginning to end, coordinating 
communication between sponsors, attorneys, buyers, co-brokers, mortgage brokers, appraisers and all other 
parties involved.

Because our company was built around new developments, our agents are trained in every aspect of the sales process, 
including in-house paralegal expertise responsible for contract preparation, contract negotiations, basic riders and 
closing coordination.
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NEW DEVELOPMENT

NEW DEVELOPMENT 
SALES

These systems provide all of our developers with the 
following reports:

Lead generation
Traffic report
Customer grading system
Conversion tracking
Source report

Contract status & stacking
Absorption schedule
Floor unit conversion (PERS)
Daily activity report
Phone log

We have sales office packages that provide all of our developments with a CRM system that tracks where 
buyers are coming from, how they heard about this property and the time frame for purchasing. In addition, we 
track the data on number of units sold, advertising effectiveness, pricing and pertinent buyer information.
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Our mission is to sell your building, not sell you advertising. 
We are award-winning creatives and aggressive media 
planners with advanced marketing programs.
For each project we develop a unique identity that effortlessly speaks to its target customer across all media 
platforms. Confident that we will increase the effectiveness of any marketing and advertising campaign, we look 
forward to working with you to achieve a quick sellout of your project. 

PROFILE MARKETING:
OUR IN-HOUSE
MARKETING GROUP
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NEW DEVELOPMENT

Objectives:
Getting qualified leads Increasing traffic
Apprising consumers of the most important stages of development
Generating positive awareness of developer and project

Once we have assessed your situation, we will accomplish all of the above using the least amount of 
marketing spend to gain the highest amount of sales revenue.w
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RAMP UP YOUR
ONLINE PRESENCE

By leveraging MNS and its team of web specialists, you get:
A sophisticated feed system broadcasting your listings to the most popular real estate search sites in NYC 
and throughout the US

Intelligent web advertising with ads that get more clicks and websites that convert more visitors into 
real customers
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NEW DEVELOPMENT

A custom built website complete with identity, full SEO package, user conversion tracking and more than 
we can possibly fit into this tiny space 

Advanced email marketing to customer lists both yours and the MNS proprietary customer list with 
currently over 35,000 consumers and growing daily

Full public relations services through our industry-leading PR partners
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WINNING IS NICE,
CRUSHING IS BETTER

MNS new development services blow away the competition. The 
proof is in our track record. 
We have successfully branded, marketed and sold two of the biggest projects in New York City in addition to 
numerous smaller projects with equal success. Our team knows what’s needed for a successful launch and sell-through.

From the beginning of the sales process until the last unit is sold, we keep the developer informed of all activity, 
fine tuning our strategy to ensure a timely sellout of your development. We sell faster and for more money than our 
competitors.  
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NEW DEVELOPMENT

WINNING IS NICE,
CRUSHING IS BETTER

ENOUGH SAID.
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mns.com
    Gramercy Park 212.475.9000

115 East 23rd Street, New York, NY 10010
Williamsburg 718.222.1545
165 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11211

Williamsburg 718.222.0211
40 North 6th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11249




